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About This Content

Only the host needs to own this DLC.

2-5 Players (1-5 Variant available) | Ages 14 & Up

30-45 Minutes

About Darkrock Ventures

Darkrock Ventures is a worker placement board game about deep-space asteroid mining. Each player takes control of their own
Asteroid Mining operation with little more than a ship and a skeleton crew. Corporate Sponsors are assigned to give each player

some resources or credits to start the game with and then it is a race to extract as much wealth from the Asteroid as you can
before the game ends when the Asteroid is nearly depleted.

However, danger awaits! A vicious alien threat known as the Therion Marauders lurks in the shadows, waiting for ideal
opportunities to delay you with targeted strikes on the Asteroid or surrounding Satellites. Prepared Miners can spend resources

to power the shields and protect their crew, lest they are forced to flee and waste their action for the turn.

The Darkrock Ventures DLC for Tabletop Simulator features glorious artwork by Naomi Robinson, all the components of the
retail version of Darkrock Ventures, as well as the contents of Darkrock Ventures Expanson Pack #1, which includes 10

additional cards!
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Darkrock Ventures was designed by Michael Eskue, and co-published by Gamelyn Games, and Magic Meeple Games.
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MX vs. ATV Reflex is as close as you can get to ATV Offroad Fury on PC. Even in 2019, this game is worth playing.

The controls feel good, the ragdolls are hilarious and the game contains quite a bit of content that you unlock through normal
progression. Remember when that was the norm?. This game has surpassed Grand Theft Auto (so long, Rockstar, you evil,
greedy dev) as my favorite "rampage" game. Allow me to briefly explain:

Buys game on Winter Sale because he thinks he's always wanted a shiny, new, clumsy, Hitman game. Satisfies all expectations.

Stays up all night and plays 14 straight hours through the campaign, being sneaky and stealthy, using disguises and BEATS the
main campaign. Knows there is more, only saw contracts previously, didn't see "destinations" missions until after.

Despite being such a short "main" campaign, is blown away at his new favorite stealth assassination game.

Proceeds to replay old maps with new mission tags, using the sexy turtle neck and black on black leather on leather outfit that
screams "i'm the hitman!" and chooses to no ever alter his apperance through the mission. Halfway through said mission, recalls
that he could easily be performing this with the "Clown" outfit.

Restarts mission... As the clown costume.

Proceeds to attempt to kill as many people at location as possible, all in a clown suit. Discovers the hatchet. Discovers throwing
the hatchet. Decides to climb around and sneak bodies away, only to better lure more prey, and leaves a deliberate trail of bodies
unhidden on the map, going for the highest kill count.

I'm working up to killing everyone at the fashion show. Kind of going in reverse order of the campaign missions. Most fun as
killer clown: the Bangkok map.

Happy killing, fellow clowns! Happy hitting, fellow hitmen\/hitwomen!. Excellent speed run title!

Dev was on stream with us talking\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and having fun. Highly recommended if you're a
fan of Super Meat Boy. this is a really simple and fun game! it has really nice music and will not take long to complete since it
only has 21 levels. its free, so you might as well try it out!. Good concept, poor execution.. This game is, simply put, just
AWESOME. I haven't found a problem with the game yet.. EDIT: April 21, 2015
There was a patch released December 11th 2014.
It did NOT fix all of the bugs.
There has been ZERO contact from either publisher or creator of this game since that date.
The game is dead and no longer supported.
Don't waste your money.. great game, love it, must play it but theres one problem

lags ALOT even though you have it on low graphics
. Summary:
A true hidden gem that really hits that turn based strategy\/rpg sweet spot. Gameplay that just gets better and deeper the further
you get. Decievingly simplistic in appearance, but offering a very good challenge and real thought and care in building an army.
This is an indie title that holds up the tradition of some giants in the console world such as Fire Emblem, Advance Wars, and
Final Fantasy Tactics.

Will Appeal To:
Anyone who enjoys meaty turn-based strategy along with RPG-like progression (similar to xcom or jagged-alliance-style
buildup of veteran units). If you like some challenge in your games, and a real chance to lose if you just charge in without
thought - this game is for you. If you enjoy gearing up your characters, picking who gets to wield that fancy new sword or staff
or suit of armor, to best compliment your characters sklls, this is for you. If you like to customize your chars stats on level-up,
this game is for you. It's even got some storyline to follow, and while it comes off as goofy at times, it's actually entertaining in
itself.
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Why you should give it a try:
Honestly, it's shamefully underpublicized in my opinion. If you played the mobile games in the Kingturn series, this is by the
same developer. THAT SAID, this is NOT just a simple mobile port. EVERYTHING about the game has been improved - new
scenarios, much improved graphics and animations, tons of quality-of-life improvements, more items, etc. Really, this is so
much more than a re-tread - I LOVED the mobile Kingturn games, but I'm enjoying this desktop experience even more.

It's not expensive, and I've already sunk over 24hrs of playtime into it - plenty of campaign left to play! It is well worth the
money - give it a spin, and don't just play a single scenario or two - you'll notice your gameplay options and depth just increases
with each new challenge!
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I bought this game on a sale price.

You can't get near trees due to hit boxes, but you can pass through walls. There is no story except an opening video of a boat
crashing. Somehow you manage to end up in the middle of an island. I got through the fist several puzzles and didn't know
where to go, but a glitchy blue circle seems to point in a direction. I followed the blue circle and completed several more
"puzzles". After which, there was no idication of where to go, what to do, or what was happening. I found out that you can just
skip to any of the "puzzles" by using the menu. Spoiler: they are all counting games.

The artistry is nice. Music is very repetative. The game is just incomplete. It feels like the dev was going for a Talos Principle
knockoff or maybe a cash grab. In any case, I'd save your $$$.. Rampant bug exploits and 'hackers' everywhere. Stay away from
this awful game untill it has ANY form of cheat protection. Cheat engine works on this game, and makes multiplayer a joke.

Menus have an average of 5 layers of submenus for no reason, everything is bugged, and the game is the most grindy,
unfullfilling time sink i've ever seen in gaming.

I'm mostly upset that it took me this long to get to pvp ready ships, and it's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

upsides: pretty game.. This is the only game in the world. One skirmish for my least favourite Squad 7 member. If this was
Marina's \/ Lynn's advance ops it would have been amazing.. Ah, Wanderlust: Rebirth. It's been too long since I played you, and
I still have good memories...

But, every time I try to go back to playing Wanderlust: Rebirth (WR from now on), I end up remembering why I stopped
playing it in the first place. Let me just get one thing out of the way: I do consider this game to be particularly good for what it
is, a 2D top-down beat'em-up RPG. WR would be even better had the developpers not centered its gameplay on co-op with
other players. And so I start explaining why I don't recommend WR...

First, as the entire game was developed with co-op in mind, there is actually content of the game that can't be accessed in solo
gameplay. Yes: because everyone likes playing with randoms or, even better, can convince his friends to play a game only he
seems to like.

The first point segues into the second: playing alone you get AI team-mates, but they are just a sliver short of being useful. The
reason for this is that the AI teamsters tend to get killed incredibly easily by certain enemy types while not amounting to doing
any real damage (or healing) to contribute, in a general way. They are also clearly not balanced to help you in the higher
difficulties, meaning that it does end up as if they weren't really there. It even gets insulting when, as the Paladin, you can't even
use your skills to bring them back to life, AS WOULD HAPPEN IF THEY WERE A REAL PLAYER INSTEAD. What's the
point? Are the developpers telling us that only some classes work for playing solo?

Third, for a game with WANDERLUST as its name, you don't tend to wander much at all. Exploration is minimal, having most
scenarios (or chapters, if I remember how the game calls it correctly,) being linear and driven by a quest that is very
clich\u00e9. I'll admit that you DO wander through a somewhat varied diversity of caves and forests, and that perhaps the setting
of the game has a worthy backstory that ends up either unseen by the player or forcefully fed at him depending on perspective and
situation, but you would expect initially to have a little more freedom exploring a world full of annoying monsters for you to beat
up.

Fourth, the enemies. Maybe if this point was a little more balanced in favour of the single player or by how many players there are
in the game, the earlier three points wouldn't stand out as much. But come on! Some enemies are plain ludicrous in their balance.
Blood slimes, even if "rare" in the campaign, are about the most annoying thing in the arena game mode if you can't finish them
off quickly, or rather, quicker than they can leech off your useless AI budies' health into their own; blood slimes can also one-shot
you, given the right conditions. And this is simply the enemy that pops to mind as the most unbalanced: poisoning spiders and the
annoying elf casters also come to mind, if you really want a list of sorts.

Fifth... is definitely the grind. You would not believe how much you have to grind in this game... and you'll hate why, too: you need
3 of the previous tier of items to craft a next-tier item. And you also need tons of crappy small parts semi-randomly to craft things.
And you need a "blueprint" of the item you're crafting. And the ingame currency as well, lots of it. And then this consumes space in
your already limited and otherwise useless inventory. See where I'm getting at? You're not even grinding to become more powerful,
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oh no: you're grinding to raise a few numbers just a little, so that coming across an elf mage isn't immediately lethal at least.
Leveling up is instead done by how well you scored on a chapter, which then gives you X of a total of Y skillpoints that the chapter
can give. Meaning that playing alone is much harder in addition to the lackluster AI buddies, especially when you have to rely on
them since most other things in the game are broken. Heck, the only way it could be worse was if you decided to actually play
WITHOUT the AI buddies, which I believe you can, but why would you? It's better to have 3 meatshields and possibly a buff or
two for 10 seconds than to die in those 10 seconds just because everthing was targetting you and you didn't kill the most dangerous
things as fast as you could.

Also, that I know of, the multiplayer scene is practically dead. Maybe you can get into a game with a stranger, MAYBE. Timezones
apply, of course. Be wary of desynchs, too: those can be quite annoying, with everyone stuck waiting for something that will never
happen because the other person doesn't have the exact same data.

So, why did I bother making this review? Simple reasons. Primarily to warn you not to buy this game, but also to tell you that most
of the things I listed are promised not to be issues with the sequel of this game, the (as of the time) yet unreleased Wanderlust
Adventures. Seriously, DON'T BUY THIS GAME. You'd do the developpers more of a favour to buy the next game and extra
copies if you care about them (thus creating a larger player base for an inherently better game by gifting the extra copies) than if
you bought this game right now, or ever.

(Edit: the Steam store finally has the aforementioned Wanderlust Adventures here, http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/240620
, in case you were wondering.). I really enjoyed playing this rpg game that was created by a friend and fellow You Tuber Savage
Dragoon. To create this old school Final Fantasy type of game was an achievement in itself and I really liked the story of one
man's quest to defeat the darkness around him. As a sufferer of mental illness myself, particularly anxiety, I know what it is like
to battle against the demons inside your head telling u that u cannot do this even though u want to. The whole game itself was a
joy from start to finish and I can never fault it whether it is from the narrative, character designs, enemies, boss battles etc.
There are hints to other rpg games and animes particularly FF7. It wasn't easy but it wasn't overly hard either. I love a game
where decisions can lead to consequences, however bad they might be.

Thanks to Savage Dragoon for creating this amazing game. I can highly recommend that u give this game a try and u never
know it might make u want to replay it to get different endings and new achievements. I still have 9 more to get myself lol.. Star
Conflict has become so bad since they added destroyers.
Now they keep adding "buildable" ships into the game on a concept similar to destroyers, none of those ships are reasonably
possible to earn without real money.

It is now becoming rare to find a match, without every single players using destroyers.
Something that is far less rare, 1vs1 or 2vs2 match, because the game is lacking players (mostly due to the game being bad since
the greedy devs keep releasing content only available with real money).

Unplayable as is or at least not playable with enjoyment.

Avoid this DLC like all the other paid content until it isn't too late.. I say this as both a gamer and a dev.
There is never, ever, ever a reason to not have keybindings in a game. It is poor form. It is laziness. It is the down side to the
democratization of software developement.
That alone makes it not worth buying.
Secondly, there are performance issues where there need not be, due to unity texture size setting.
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